1. Describe how your business is verifying proof of receipt of **at least one dose of a COVID-19 vaccine** and **proof of identification** (where necessary) for any **employees, interns, volunteers, or contractors** who enter your establishment:

   - **Staff** submit proof of vaccination via roulette.org/vaccineform.
   - **Artists, Contractors, Audiences, Visitors** show proof to a Roulette staff member, security guard, or other authorized/trained agent at Roulette’s entrance.

2. Describe how your business is verifying proof of receipt of **at least one dose of a COVID-19 vaccine** and **proof of identification** for **any patrons 12 years of age or older** who patronize, enter, attend an event in, or purchase goods from your establishment:

   Roulette staff, security, or other authorized/trained agent checks anyone entering Roulette to make sure they are able to show one of the following:

   - Vaccination card with matching photo ID
   - Photo of vaccination card that clearly shows name and dates of vaccination with matching photo ID
   - NYS Excelsior Pass with matching photo ID
   - NYC COVID Safe app

3. Describe the **location where required signage is posted**: On the exterior entrance doors on Third Ave and Atlantic Ave, as well as entry doors to the performance hall. It’s also on roulette.org/safety and included in the ticketing policies for every Roulette performance.